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formatting of dynamic variables no longer allows them to be inline

Status
Closed

Subject
formatting of dynamic variables no longer allows them to be inline

Version
15.x Regression

Category
- Regression

Feature
Dynamic Variable

Resolution status
Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
Geoff Brickell

Lastmod by
Geoff Brickell

Rating

Description
fixed in 57798 - thanks Constantin!

Not sure when this happened but it occurs in 12.6 and all subsequent versions - but if a dynamic variable is used in a contiguous line of text, the text before the dynamic variable and that after it are now in separate p tags so this means that a dynamic variable cannot be used in a paragraph of text.

ie if you want to use the dynamic variable %textdoc% to produce:

if you want to update the XYZ document then edit this page

it will now be displayed as:

if you want to update the

XYZ document

then edit this page

The actual code is as follows:

if you want to update the then edit this page
Importance
5
Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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FIxed in 15.x, please retest
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